GW renormalization of the electron-phonon coupling
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Simplified approach

Electron-phonon coupling: why?
The Electron-Phonon Coupling (EPC) is the main ingredient
to describe plenty of physical phenomena
Superconductivity

Joule's heating

New physics appears.
GW corrections not only modify the size of EPC in
graphene but also its behavior with doping.
We predicted this effect in 2010 and then two
independent experiments verified this finding

GW corrections to the electron-phonon coupling provide very
accurate results in comparison with experiments, however
these calculations are quite expensive.
Here we tested two approximations commonly used in the
Bethe-Salpeter equation for the optical response in order
to speed up calculations
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EPC for the K-A′ phonon aquires a strong doping dependence
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Spectroscopy
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Electron-phonon coupling: definition
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EPC in molecules

Second order expansion

LUMO

Approximation to the GW self-energy
electron-phonon coupling gradients
C. Faber et al.
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EPC in fullerene compared in LDA
and evGW compared with the value
obtained from exp.

EPC ~ |slope|2

(3-fold)

Stepwise deformation

Structural deformation

Conclusions

Changes in electronic structure

Within the Harmonic approximation we can expand the
Kohn-Sham(KS) Hamiltonian up to the second order in the
atomic displacements. The EPC matrix elements are the
derivatives of this Hamiltonian

LUMO

It is known that KS band structure is a poor
representation of the band structure measured in
experiments due to the band-gap problem, the levels
order and so on...

2) ManyBodyPerturbation Theory
can be used to correct the EPC

Diamond and superconductors
Diamond gap versus temperature

4) New physics can appear!
5) If calculations are too heavy ….
use our simplified approach

Perturbation Theory we can

Approximation to the GW self-energy electron-phonon
coupling gradients
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correct KS band structure
and get better agreement
with the experiments
ϵ QP≃ϵ KS +∫ G(ω−ω )W (ω )+...
V ee
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GW is the first order
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EPC in graphene

Critical temperature Tc in Bismuthates, Chloronitrides and
others superconductors

First calculation with GW
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correction in terms of
screened interaction
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Raman, phonons, bandgap renomalization, Tc

Using Many-body
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DFT-LDA
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Electron–phonon coupling and chargetransfer excitations in organic
systems from manybody perturbation theory

3) The new EPC matrix elements improve:
Correction to the band structure

Electron-phonon potential

DFT: J. Laflamme-Janssen, PRB 2010;
GW: C. Faber, J. of Mat. S., 47, 7472(2012)
Exp: Wang, JCP 2005; Hands, PRB 2008;

(3-fold)

1) Electronphonon coupling from KohnSham
under/overestimate the real one

ev-GW

It works very well !!!

Raman D-line
dispersion in
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Is the GW correction important also for the
band-structure derivatives (the EPC matrix
elements)?

Phonon dispersions around
the K point of graphite by
inelastic x-ray scattering
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inelastic xray
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